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QUESTION 1

An ArcGIS user has a project that requires using an image with a spatial accuracy of 5 meters Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) or better. How should users verify the spatial accuracy of the image? 

A. They should verify that the image resolution is less than 5 meters 

B. They should compare the image to surveyed control points of high accuracy and compute an RMSE 

C. They should visually inspect the image to make sure there are no obvious errors that would compromise the sp
accuracy 

D. They should compute an RMSE and compare the results to the results of a Landsat image 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An ArcGIS user plans to distribute a series of map documents where the amount of time the map file can be viewed is
limited. Which format should the user create to specify a timeout period for these maps? 

A. mpk 

B. ipk 

C. pmf 

D. msd 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 
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Which change needs to be made to the table in the exhibit in order to create subtypes based on the CFCC field? 

A. A new field should be created to migrate the text values of CFCC to integers 

B. A default CFCC value should be assigned 

C. The data type of the CFCC field should be changed to Long integer 

D. The allow subtypes property should be set to True 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A water utility company had received calls fromseveral customers complaining oflow water pressure. 

Using a geometric network representing the water network, how can an ArcGIS user determine the most likely location
of the problem? 

A. place junction flags on each customer water meter and use the Find Common Ancestors trace task 

B. place junction flags on each customer water meter and use the Find Disconnected trace task 

C. place a junction barrier on each customer water meter and use the Trace Upstream trace task 

D. place a junction barrier on each customer water meter and use the Find Path upstream trace task 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5
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An ArcGIS user has a soils polygon shapefile. 

Which conversion is necessary in order to ensure that the soil polygons do NOT overlap or have gaps? 

A. converting the shapefile to a stand-alone polygon feature class within a geodatabase 

B. converting the shapefile to a polygon=feature class within a geodatabase feature dataset 

C. converting the shapefile to a raster dataset within the geodatabase 

D. converting the shapefile to a terrain dataset with the geodatabase 

Correct Answer: B 
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